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Abstract: The word „internet‟ can be regarded as one of those constant living objects that have been developed over the past few year s and has
continuously been gaining the newer heights in the modern era. In other words, it has always been upgradable and changeable along with its evolution
at the same time. Different various technologies with the newest features have been something ver y attractive that has successively gained people‟s
attention. And with no doubt, this can be stated as the major reason behind the milestones that internet has received in very less time. With an evolution
of an internet, various things related to the internet have been rapidly increased, which can relatively be termed as the Internet of Things (IoT). Rightfully
so, the combination of technology and fun creates IoT for us. Since the use of IoT is a huge number in this short span of tim e, the growth of IoT,
especially in this generation has been immense and incomparable to any other entities evolved in the recent times. In addition to this, IoT‟s success has
also risen because of its reliability in daily life application and its effective use in business areas that have been ruling the market. Various studies and
research also signify the need to have more focus on the term Internet of Things (IoT). Hence, IoT is also supposed to be the future internet in the
upcoming years. The detailed explanation about the origin and existence of IoT have been discussed further in the article below.
Index Terms: Business,Development, Evolution, Existence, Internet, IoT, Market Study, Research, Things, Upcoming
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1 INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things, IoT alike its name; can be referred to as the
Internet of everything. It can also be regarded as an Industrial
Internet. It can be defined as the latest technology that has
proven its existence worldwide in terms of a network of
machines or the devices that can interact with each other. This
is the most significant area that needs to be worked on for the
future technology, and has gradually received a lot of attention
from various users and industries. According to the study, by
2020, 50 billion products will be connected to the Internet [2].
In addition, the statistics shows that 6 products per person
(approx.) are used [2]. This means that the use of IoT will be
enormous and the performance will be six times more efficient.
And this is obviously an enormous number in itself to prove the
future viability of IoT technology. In addition to the introduction
of IoT technology manufacturers, many other service sectors
are on the verge of using IoT(as shown in figure 1) technology
to generate revenue through improved services and make the
business extreme [4]. Retail Site Intelligence, a Krogan-based
online-based retailer, is a comprehensive commerce platform
for Video analysis, wireless things, computerized devices,
portable sensors, IP cameras and video handling activities
designed to help customers improve their shopping
experience [4]. They make it easier to find products, provide
desired products, and save time at the box office. The reason
for the increasing diffusion of this technology is the
technological, social and competitive pressure that led him to
rebuild and transform [6]. Analysis of costs and benefits of IoT
is becoming an important issue because IoT technology is
being developed with the number of users using this
technology.
_________________________
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Figure 1. Users of IoT in future

2 HISTORY OF IoT
In 1989, the "Internet" was first introduced and quickly spread
throughout the world. Since the birth of the Internet, the trend
for connecting various things to the Internet has become very
large. Coffee Pot Trojan is the first application of its kind [5]. In
1990, John Romkey designed the first Internet device, a toaster
that could be activated and deactivated with the Internet [2].
Steve Mann developed Wearcam in 1994. This happens
almost in real time with a 64-processor system. In 1997, Paul
Saffo gave first short description of censorship and his future
actions. In 1999, Kevin Ashton created Internet of Things,
Managing Director of the Auto-Id Center at MIT. They also
formed RFID-based systems for identification of objects
throughout the world [4]. As a major step in IoT
commercialization, LG Electronics Giant made an
announcement about its plan in 2000 to supply refrigerators
that would now identify whether the stored food would be
refilled or not. In 2003, the US Army used RFID in a huge
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number as a part of the Savi Program. In 2008, a group of
companies had established the IPSO Alliance to increase the
use of Internet Protocol (IP) in the smart object network and to
enable the Internet of Things. In 2008, the FCC accepted the
use of the "white space spectrum" [5]. The introduction of IPv6
in 2011 has generated tremendous growth and interest in this
area. IT giants such as Cisco, IBM and Ericson are continuing
many educational and commercial initiatives with IoT [8]. IoT
technology can also be interpreted as the most important link
between people, the Internet and various things. Everything we
use today in our daily lives can be monitored and monitored via
the Internet (IoT). Most of the processes in IoT are carried out
with the help of sensors. This sensor is used in almost all
devices. The sensor first receives physical raw data or data
(data), converts it into a digital signal, and sends it back to the
control center. We can say that IoT(as shown in figure 2) has
brought great comfort to our lives and made it very easy for all
of us. In this way, we can also monitor changes in the
environment in other parts of the world by using the internet
remotely in the world. So, IoT has a big impact and plays an
important role in our daily lives.
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3.2 Gateways
It is the local processing node/device. It connects the end
devices to the network or an internet(cloud)[21,22]. It should
not only transfer the relevant information collected from the
sensors or actuators but also process them to some extent and
forward the particular information to the cloud. It also provides
the intelligence by sending back the data received from the
cloud.
3.3 Connectivity
Since IoT is a network-based system; the 'connectivity' plays a
vital role. The various service providers have given multiple
solutions for the connectivity of the end devices to the
gateways and then to the cloud. Also, it is a dual/duplex
system. Hence, it works in the to and fro communication
system between applications and hardware [7]. Thus, the
connectivity can work both in wireless or wired mechanism. For
example: Bluetooth, Wi-fi, RFID, GSM etc.
3.4 Cloud-based application and storage
The major function of this block is to compute and analyze the
data received from the end devices and gateways.

4 APPLICATIONS OF IoT

Figure 3. Use of IoT based applications

Figure 2. Market of IoT

3 BUILDING BLOCKS OF IoT
Let's assume all electronic devices that are currently available
are connected to one another through the internet to form a
certain system. And these small systems rejoin each other to
form larger systems. That's IoT for you (IoT-system system).
Here are the IoT building blocks:
3.1 End devices
These are the most essential devices or key things in IoT.
These are the active sensing devices or actuators working in
collecting the important relevant information and performs the
ground level processing. For example : RFID at garment
stores, temperature sensors at home and cameras at the
highways [3].

4.1 Smart Home
With the IoT that proves its ever-more valued existence every
day, 'Smart Home' is the most popular IoT-based feature on
Google. But let's talk about what a real smart home is. What
are the benefits of having top-level features based on IoT in
the future? Do not we like if we turn on the air conditioner
before we go home or turn off lights, fans and so on, even
after we leave the room? [6] Or say, open a friend's door for
temporary access even when we're not at home. Also, isn‟t it
unusual to know that you can have access to the activities and
activities of your children when you feel uncertain about what
they could do in one day with connected devices or sensors or
other things that are manufactured based on the Internet of
things? [11] Apparently, it would be very interesting to have
outstanding features. The Smart Home has become a scale of
revolutionary success in residential areas, in the modern world
and predicts smart homes will be very common as smart
phones in the near future. This gives us control over our
homes by automating the lighting system, dimming, electrical
equipment, audio systems and security. It connects all devices
and equipment in our homes so that they can communicate
with each other. Everything that uses electricity in our house
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can be placed on the home network and based on our order.
We give orders with voice, remote control or computer, the
house reacts. Smart Homes works with a fairly simple system;
receiver and transmitter. The receiver detects a certain signal
from the transmitter issuing the order. Simply put, the history
of the Smart Home begins with the installation of telephone
and electrical cables in our homes. Also, General Electric
Company was one of the first pioneers to develop a series of
products for smart homes in the mid-1960s [9]. Every device
on the network, such as lighting, light switches, door openers,
pool controls and others, has its own code. When you program
one of the controller options, the codes are automatically
recognized. When you press the right button, the controller
sends the character to the device to tell you what to do. The
price of Smart Home really depends on how much 'smart' you
really want.
4.2 Wearables
We live in a world where things change with the speed of
lightning. Our devices and equipment that we use every day
are connected to one or the other system. This integrated
network of smart devices and sensors that exchange
information, widely known as the Internet of Things (IoT), has
played an important role in this radical shift to the smart era
[4]. The IoT has a tremendous impact on various areas such
as manufacturing, health care, consumer goods and services,
banking, retail, security, agriculture, energy, transportation and
logistics. Wearable technology (also known as portable
devices) is a category of technological devices that the
consumer can carry and often include follow-up information
related to health and physical condition. Other portable
technical devices include devices with small motion sensors
for taking photos and synchronizing them with your mobile
devices [13][23][24]. Google Glasses: It is named as a
portable computer created by Google X Lab [9]. It displays
information on the hands-free format of a smart phone,
communicating over the Internet through a natural voice
command. It gives us an experience known as an augmented
reality, where the pictures dominate what the user saw in real
life. Lark Pro: Lark developed a product with Harvard sleep
experts and sleep coaches for pro athletes [10]. The $ 129
wireless sensor connects to the iPhone via Bluetooth and
slides into the bracelet that is worn while sleeping. In addition
to acting as an alarm clock, sensors on Lark track sleep
patterns and measure the quality of one's sleep with Lark Up,
a free application from the Apple App Store [8]. All sleep data
is automatically synchronized back to Lark.com, where a deep
sleep analysis can be found.

Figure 4. Wearable sleep data
4.3 Smart Meter
In the current context of countries such as India and other
developing countries, we rely heavily on electromechanical
and digital energy meters somewhere for energy
measurement and billing purposes. In the process of doing
this, it is very time consuming and takes a lot of energy at
once. The main reason behind this is a traditional billing
system that is irrelevant and inaccurate. This in turn also leads
to delays, is expensive, less flexible and reliable in terms of
accuracy, whereas on the contrary, super-fast access and
completion of certain jobs are highly recommended. IoT-based
smart energy gauges provide real power consumption and
accurate billing. This is really very effective and less time
consuming too. Smart meters are based on new technology to
achieve the prospect of future electricity demand [10]. This is
based on the principle of two-way communication where we
can achieve increased electricity demand [13]. Smart meters
would certainly be part of a wider internet in the future that
integrates various aspects of service for human needs to meet
all these needs.

Figure 5. Smart meeting environment
4.4 Smart Retail
IoT finds its way to the retail world too. Using IoT, retailers and
consumers can be connected. Using sensors in the shopping
basket, heat maps can be made and retailers will know which
ones are good [14]. So, people can store high-value products
in the area. When checking any product, product details can
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be explained to customers which will be done automatically.
Retailers can track products in their respective parts and fill
them when the number of products decreases [11].
4.5 Smart City
IoT starts to cover our cities and improve our cities which we
call 'Smart City'. These cover a fairly large range such as
traffic management, water management, waste management,
city security, and environmental monitoring such as air quality
indices and other matters. This will solve various problems
related to traffic, lack of water, lack of electricity, waste
management, pollution, creating safer cities and resolving
existing crimes and preventing them. Products such as cellular
communication enabled by Smart Buick waste will send a
warning to city services when a bin has to be emptied [12]. By
using sensors and the internet, people can find free parking
places in the neighborhood. Google uses an application called
'Google Neighbor' [15].

Graph 2. IoT spending projected to approach ~US $300bn by
2020
Table 2. Asian IoT Market

5 IOT ADOPTION
Graph 1. IoT Adoption Rate

Source: DBS Bank based on estimates by Gartner, United
Nations, World Bank
Table 1. Number of IoT devices consumed
2016

2017

2018

2030

IoT units installed
base-total(m)

6,382

8,381

11,197

125,000

Consumer
devices(m)

3,963

5,244

7,036

75,000

Consumer
devices as a % of
total devices

62%

63%

63%

60%

Connected
devices per
person

5

5

5

5

World
population(m)

7,400

IoT adoption rate

11%

6.1 Access of Data
The more information is available, the easier it is to make an
appropriate decision. You have access to real-time data and
information that is far away from your location [13]. Knowing
what you get from the supermarket by going out without
checking yourself not only saves time but also remains
practical. This is only possible because a device network gives
a person access to all information in the world. This makes it
very easy for people to do their work even when they are not
physically present.

8,500
14%

18%

6 ADVANTAGES OF IoT

176%

Source: DBS Bank based on estimates by Gartner, United
Nations, World Bank

6.2 Connectivity
On the network of directly connected devices, better
communication is possible, making device communication
more transparent and reducing inefficiencies [16]. Processes
in which machines have to work with each other become more
effective and produce better, faster results. The machines in
the production or production unit are the perfect examples
[18]. Another example is in our home, the computers follow
both the quality and durability of things. The knowledge that
the product ends before consumption increases safety and
quality of life. Moreover, you will never run out of anything
when you need it at the last minute.
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6.3 Time Saving
By programming the work, whenever needed or required will
be completed and doing this will save human valuable time
and energy [12].
6.4 Expenditure Effective
As mentioned above, communication with electronic devices
through Internet networks can be easily facilitated. It helps
people in their daily work. The transfer of data packets to a
connected network saves time and money [17]. The same
information that can be transmitted faster can be done less
than ever, just by Internet of Things.

7 DISADVANTAGES OF IoT
7.1 Privacy/Security
Privacy is a big issue with IoT. All information must be
encrypted so that you can back up your financial status data
[11]. Nowadays, every device is connected worldwide via the
internet. This increases the risk of data loss, which can be
important. This is a major disadvantage when exchanging
information, as confidential information may not be secure and
can easily be damaged by third parties.
7.2 Complexity
A diversified network that connects different devices together
is what we call internet things. A hole in the system can affect
the entire system. It is by far the most complex aspect of IoT
that can have a major impact. There are various destruction
options in complex systems. For example, you and your family
can receive news that the milk is ready and you can all buy the
same [15]. This means that you need different quantities. Or a
software error has occurred that allows the printer to order ink
multiple times if it only needs one cartridge.

ISSN 2277-8616

7.6 Regulatory Standards
Regulatory standards for the information market are
inadequate for information brokers leading to companies that
sell data grasped from different sources [19]. Even if the data
seems to be the Internet's motto, there is a lack of
transparency in who has access to data and how it is used to
improve products or services and to sell it to people,
announcers and third parties. Clear guidance on data
retention, use and security, including metadata, is required
[16]. The European Union has adopted data and data-sharing
regulations.

8 CONCLUSION
IoT is a technology that simplifies life and will continue to do so.
That said, many innovative technologies have also been
disastrous at the same time. Nuclear energy can be the best
example to explain it better. In the current situation, however, it
is necessary to live in the standard lifestyle equipped with
various modern technologies. Technological progress can be
mixed, but the long-term effects must be analyzed before they
are negative. The authors hope that this article would have
provided a clear picture of the IoT and its details. We hope that
more research in the future will lead to the IoT trend.
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